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About This Game

PACIFIC WATERS RUN RED

20 minutes into the future, a spark erupts in the Korean peninsula that will lead to a theaterwide conflagration embroiling the
entire Western Pacific and drag all major powers into it. With nothing less at stake than control over the world's busiest trade

routes and containment of the emergent superpower, the Pacific becomes the world's stage - and the players are getting down to
brass tacks, for this is the game that no side can afford to lose.

The geopolitical nightmares of the new century: The creators of the award-winning "Northern Inferno" shift their gaze from
the Atlantic to the Pacific and bring into focus the challenges of the early 21st century: The ever-present tensions between North

and South Korea reach a boiling point, while China and the US vie for control of the strategic choke points and bases through
which the world's commerce functions. Will the US maintain its strategic pre-eminence in the most important world theater or

will China complete its ascend to superpower status?

The new gears of war: Think the new war in the Pacific will be just like the 1940s but with better bullets? Think again! All-
new systems and technologies radically change the face of modern high-level conflict. Network and cyber attacks pull apart

carefully constructed communications networks, leaving forces in the field blind and separated from their consorts.
Electromagnetic pulses delivered from high-altitude nuclear detonations or tactical EMP weapons fry vulnerable electronics,
disarming powerful units in a split-second. Massive anti-ship ballistic missiles threaten to turn aircraft carriers into sinking,

burning hulks. Railguns deliver accurate, punishing fire at long ranges, challenging the post-WW2 reign of guided missiles. Anti-
satellite weapons disrupt the critical communications & intelligence nodes orbiting high in the stars. High-energy lasers burn

their targets with intense beams invisible to the naked eye. Are you ready for the intricacies of 21st century war ?
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Chains of War is a new DLC release for Command: Modern Air/Naval Operations, the premier game of air & naval
combat and the Pentagon's hottest new simulation tool. Twelve campaign scenarios walk you through an erupting crisis in the

western Pacific that threatens to bring chaos to world order, while an additional four bonus standalone scenarios take you back
to hotspots in the past that did not lead to conflict - but could easily have.

The Chains of War are rattling loose. The world is right to fear their tremble; for a new superpower war may prove to be
mankind's last spectacle.

FEATURES

A standalone expansion for Command: Modern Air/Naval Operations.

12 thrilling campaign scenarios and 4 bonus standalone scenarios written by Mike Mykytyn, founding member of the
CMANO development team.

NEW! Communications disruption by network/cyber attack or any other arbitrary factor: Isolated units
realistically limit their tactical awareness to only what they themselves can detect and engage, and are completely of their
parent side's control. Say goodbye to Borg-view of the battlefield!

NEW! Cargo, landing and airdrop operations. Load mobile forces on ships, aircraft and even submarines, and unload
them on any suitable point on the battlefield. Platforms are realistically limited by volume, weight and crew on what they
can transport.

NEW! Comprehensive damage model for aircraft. Aircraft may be shot down outright or receive damage that will
still allow them to limp back home. Different aircraft can absorb different punishment on their fuselage, cockpit and
engines. Depending on the amount of damage received a plane may be "mission killed" if its repairs take so long that it
misses the fight.

NEW! Advanced weapons for the new age of war. Tactical EMP weapons, railguns, high-energy lasers and more
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Thank you guys so much for bringing Z1 Back to life and free placement of base! <3. Poor story, no desire to replay.. HAHA.
Totally love this game because i'm always thinking how to proceed the next level.. i even drew sketch how to to finish the level
and by getting all the coins. How dumb. XD. This is more just a series of pictures for you to write a story too. I expected more
of a game.. Great game for killing time, even better if ur stoned off shrooms or weed and you can just listen to tunes while
jacking around on the game. If you actually want to get far, you have to have some patience tho.. Awful. To even play the game
you have to go into the options menu and select the ball you want to use. Otherwise you wont be able to do anything. There is no
strategy to getting through the levels, even on the first level it is impossible to avoid the lava.. A nice little game, which I didn't
play too much yet, but I had a lot of fun.

The tower-defense mode is good. You have to shoot the monsters, before they get to the gold of your castle. Wave after wave,
you will get gold which you can spend on skills (such as, more damage, projectile speed....)

Unfortunately I wasn't able to play multiplayer games yet - no one was looking for an online match when I tried. Your best bet is
to play with a friend.

Remember, this is an Early Access game and could change \/ get more content in future updates.
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I really enjoyed this game :) !! The male actor was a bit annoying, but that would be my only complaint.. Ohhhh, this scratched a
good itch.... Genius design. Tough enough to prove a challenge, but leaves it to your intution to figure out how to progress. Not
unfairly difficult. Satisfying side-scrolling shoot-em-up gameplay.. Emmerholy its an amazing free to play game on steam It was
recommended to me by a friend and it did not disappoint. It is everything you could possible want from a virtual reality game.
First off, let me start by saying that this game runs so smoothly for being a new VR game. You do not know how disappointing
it is to buy a new game on steam that you’re really looking forward to, then it continuously crashes while starting up or when
you’re playing the game which is even more frustrating. So far I have had ZERO issues while playing this and I am sure that if
anything would arise, it would be quickly patched. Now let’s move onto the graphics of this game. ABSOLUTLY STUNNING
to play. You can tell that attention to detail was important to the creators and wanted to give the gamer the best views. Even the
background scenery can be admired while playing through different portions of the game. When it comes to actually gameplay,
this game gets even better. Each new area of this game is designed differently giving players new challenges at every turn
making the game continuously fun and never boring. Overall I recommend this game to anyone who is new to VR gaming! It is a
great first game to start out with and I cannot wait to continue playing.. Just like the other police packs, it should have been in
the game in the first place.. Has a nice minecraftian feel to it. The visuals and effects can always be upgraded down the road.
The game mechanics are fun and suprisingly indepth. Have logged almost 9 hrs on it so far in just campaign mode. No glitchs or
errors to speak of. I'm enjoying leveling up my guy to cast new creatures and spells. I paid $7.99 for it, you can't beat that deal. I
can see alot of potential for growth in this game if the players show up to support it.. 3000 yellow Thumbs Up out of 4000
Yellow Thumps Up.

It's a nice weird satire game similar to Stanley Parrable but unlike Stanley actually has some gameplay in it. It's really hard to
exactly explain what this game is about (yes one of those games) but I can confidently say it's good.

Only problem is that sometimes you go: is this visual glitch supposed to be there or is it an actual bug?. So I tried this game out,
hoping for the best. TLDR: It was very impresive in scope but as a player I felt detatched from the game.
The npc's sometimes shot me and sometimes didn't, the ships I found I could not customise or learn to make.
Basically I just felt like the whole game was a repetative loop of "Now go here, now do this, no go there, now do that" steps.

I found it fun for the first few deaths, but I got bored once I started to see the game sections repeat themselves.
It feels kind of half finished, the content and vision are here but the player needs more personal elements.

In a very funny way, Duskers has what this game lacks BUT duskers lacks what this game has .... if these two Devs could
combine Duskers and Derelict.... we may have a masterpiece. This was a mediochre game up until it broke: at one point, you
need to collect some bronze ingots. If you do this in some orders, there is no way of continuing the game without restarting
completely. As this is around an hour and half in, this is rather frustrating.

I would advise avoiding this game as it has a gamebreaking bug that the developers seem to have no intention of fixing.
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